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web service from embedded java (ie use it
as RPC)? What's the best way? If it's
possible, which framework would you

recommend? A: This is something I've done
in the past with success. The framework that

I used was jsr311. There's a good tutorial
here. It's not very hard to build a very simple
REST service in Java, but you'll have to do it

using HTTP and HTTPS. A: I am doing
something similar. We are using Spring to
develop a native application for a native

client, a third-party app. The third-party app
is not an Android app, but an electron app.

We, of course, would like to use rest or some
other web technology. What we are doing is

using Spring boot (Spring 4) to make a
webservice that works as a bridge between
the two apps, and exposing the webservice
via https. The native app, through a bridge
API, consumes the web api, invoking the

particular business logic and returning the
results to the native app. It works pretty
well. UCH2 Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal

hydrolase 2, is an enzyme that in humans is
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encoded by the UCH2 gene. Function This
gene encodes a member of the ubiquitin C-
terminal hydrolase family. The product of

this gene has in vitro deubiquitinating
activity, and is expressed in brain. The
protein, termed UCHL2, has a catalytic

domain related to that of other
deubiquitinating enzymes. Allelic variants of
this gene are associated with the following

medical conditions: familial Parkinson
disease. Multiple polyglutamine disease, and

dentatorubral-pallidoluysian atrophy.
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